RADICAL GRAVITY
GLOBAL SYSTEM THAT PROVIDES
AIRDROP SHELTERS AFTER
NATURAL DISASTERS
Natural disasters is a serious global problem. Their
number is increasing due to many reasons, such as
climate change, leaving millions of people without a
home. The Radical Gravity project attempts to design an
efficient global system with a fast and strategic response
to accommodate these people in shelters and create
environment-friendly and sustainable shelter settlements
with respect to human well-being and social norms.
Considering that often after natural disasters the land
infrastructure is compromised, we propose to use the
high altitude airdrop method for emergency shelters
deployment. It is not only the most efficient and fastest
way to deliver the shelters, in several cases it is the only
way (war zones and zones with destroyed or not working
infrastructure).
Instead of limiting the airdrop to the deployment of
standard shelters, we are searching for the way to use
the falling stage as a self-building stage and utilize
gravitational potential energy. The units (Gravitons) are
dropped in aggregations that spatialize in the air forming
attached parachutes. By changing the centre of gravity of
aggregation, which is inflating parts of specific units with
chemical reaction, we are able to control the direction
of free fall. The aggregation flight results in different
architectural typologies on land.
After landing the shelter settlements comprised of inflated
units are self-sustainable and not dependant on existing
infrastructure. Water collection and distribution, energy
generation and climate control self-regulating systems
ensure a safe and pleasant temporary stay, helping with
the recovery of affected people.

Natural Disasters Response

EMERGENCY SHELTER SYSTEM
FOR PEOPLE AFFECTED BY
NATURAL DISASTERS

Emergency shelters for people who lost their homes

GLOBAL
Natural Disasters occur in almost every place
on the Earth but frequntly due to political and
economic reasons many countries are unable
to respond adequately and on time. For this
reason we propose an independant system that
is designed to operate all around the world.
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2010

FAST
Time is important parameter when the crisis has
hit and people lost their homes.

LAND-INDEPENDANT

2012

Because after Natural Disasters the infrastructure
is frequntly destroyed our system is completely
land-independant during the deployment and
has a very small level of dependancy during
operation ohase.

2014

AIR DROPPED

2016

Alltogether, these parameters
indicate that air dropping
strategy is the most suitable and
can operate in any location. And
moreover in some cases it is the
only possible way to provide
shelters.

2017

Internally displaced people from natural disasters.
People who had to leave their homes because of natural disasters (source https://ourworldindata.org/natural-disasters)
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NATURAL DISASTERS

INTRODUCTION
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Dropping as a Construction Method
Architectural qualities that are coming from dropping and controlling free fall
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Collective Intelligence
Consequent aggregation typologies from controlling free fall + urban + terrain parameters
Parameters

The aggregation choreography is controlled by three parameters: topography, urban condition, and wind condition in real time. The linear branching can adjust
to topographic isolines. The hexagonal loop is most suitable for densily packed settlements. The triangular loop offers various spatial formations by opening the
existing loop and connecting with another aggregation.
01. Topography

Aggregation Choreography
01. Branching

02. Hexagonal Loop

02. Urban condition

03. Triangular Loop

n

Ope

01. Branching

02. Hexagonal Loop

03. Triangular Loop
03. Wind

Height of untis
(higher)

Architectural Typologies
As a result of the collective behvaiour of units controlling free fall, a variety of architectural landscapes are
formed with different spatial qualities.

Aggregation Choreography

Topography

Controlling free fall
by chemical inflation

Architectural Landscapes

Consequent Typologies

Controlling the Direction of Free Fall
Research of different strategies
Porosity and angle of attack

Center of gravity

Angle of Attack:

Parachute

Collective Intelligence
Controlling free fall in collective way to enhance efficiency

Calculated direction of flying
Aggregation

Centre of gravity

Unit

Inflated unit (heavier)

Displacement

Flight Regulation Mechanisms
Energy generation

Localization

Detachment mechanism

Gravitational potential
energy
Kinetic
Electric

Parachuting

Actuator connected to
microcontroller

Wind speed and direction sensor
(in one unit per aggregation)

GPS module

Altitude sensor
(atmospheric pressure barometric pressure)

WiFi Connection module

When aggregation need to separate
mechanism releases part of the cloth
(plastic sheet) of connected unit

Chemical Inflation Mechanism
(weight/ centre of mass regulation)
 -14.2750° S,
-51.9000° W



DATA:

 -14.2350° S,
-51.9253° W
5 m/s, South
 25000 feet
 Y, 21 unit

Weight

Contracted airflow while falling

Water storage

Water to dissolve chemical
capsules and start chemical
reaction

Connected to water
collectors

Dissolvable packet
Chemical Capsules

Possibility
to add more
capsules
after landing

DATA:

 -14.2550° S,
51.9053° W
5 m/s, South
 25000 feet

Chemical inflation of Air
Pockets (CO2)

 No

Citric acid crystals

Baking powder



Material Tests
Inflation and Elasticity
Inflateable Structure

Elastic Inflation

Artificial Muscle 2
Layering Strategies

Patterning Strategies

Patterning + Combined
The stored surface-ten-

Our second strategy to

sion of an inflated elastic

deform this property

material has the potential

through patternation

to both store and release

involved two dimensional

pressurized air whilst, also

intersections of patch-

being able to deform. Our

es and slits between

first strategy to deform this

the elastic skin and its

property through patterna-

resistors. A latex material

tion was one dimensional,

of 0.05 mm thickness was

where the intersection of

combined with non-elas-

the skin and the resis-

tic PVC with a thickness

tors is a line segment. A

of 0.1 mm.

Materiality

The secretion of foam depended on several parameters
includng; the surface area of
the dishwasher liquid infused

The prototype is to be
placed onto the desired location

and

orientation.

—t=1

tip, the number of cushions

In this iteration our intention
was to be able to guide both
the directionality and the
amount of exerted air pressure
on the emission of ephemeral
materials. In this case this was

and the surface area of connections inbetween each connected cushion to be able to
regulate the air flow within a
system which is not airtight.

The prototype reaches maximum amount of expansion.
— t =2

— Outcome n.1

foam made out of soap bubbles. An array of non-elastic air
cushions with a dishwasher
liquid infused tip was able to

latex material with 0.2 mm

translate pressured air into

thickness was used with

foam, using the artificial mus-

non-elastic rope with 1mm

cle as a transformable nozzle.

diameter in cross section.

An accordion-like expansion
strategy with non-elastic

The fluctuation in the fre-

sheeting plastic, compared

quency

with the first artificial mus-

pressure defines the po-

cle which depended on a secondary surface in order to per-

sition

of
of

exerted
t he

air

nozzle.

—t=3

form, was much more efficient
in terms of exerted air pressure and time of construction
of a single prototype due to the
standardization of segments.
— Outcome n.2

A constant flow of air would
both keep the amount of
volume

throughout

prototype

and

the

the
ex-

erted ephemeral material.
—t=4

Expansion of air flow through inflation.

Pattern divisions

Hybrid Structure
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MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR

AIR AS ACTUATIOR
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Hybrid Between Inflatable

Air Pressure Structure

and Deflatables
AIR AS ACTUATIOR
106
Hybrid
Structure

Deflation Stiffness and

Hybrid Between
Inflatable
In this iteration
we wanted

Shape Manipulation

and Deflatables
to hybridize what we have

learned, in terms of inflation/
Just like positive air flow in the

In this iteration
weproperties
wanted and surdeflation

previous iterations, the lack of

to hybridize what we have

face materiality, into a single

air pressure therefore creating

learned, in terms of inflation/

a vacuum also bears structural

deflation properties and sur-

capabilities. In order to achieve

face materiality, into a single

a deformation with some rigid-

prototype. In order to achieve

the opposing
side was covered
was embedded
with inflatewith anouther
layer
arrayed
able cushions
on one side
and

quite effectively. Geometrically,

cups side
covered
an air-tight
the opposing
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covered

each single cup being defined
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tubular continuum.
This would
ity of deformation
caused by

my with load bearing capabilities.

ger impact for deformation.

— Outcome n.1

ger impact for deformation.
— Outcome n.1

result in opposing
directionalinflation and
deflation.

a traingular gap is left between

eventually results in a taxono-

of outlets could have a big-

in outlet layout and number

air-tight cushion perfomed

remove this gap with vacuum

in outlet layout and number

deflated from a similarly positioned outlet. Difference

of outlets could have a big-

re-usable cups into a larger

each row of cups. Forcing to

The prototype is inflated and

this a linear appendage was
was embedded with inflate-

values. When placed together

deflated from a similarly positioned outlet. Difference

prototype. In order to achieve

ableappendage
cushions on
one side and
this a linear
was

ity, placing an array of plastic
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The prototype is inflated and

MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR

ity of deformation caused by

The pattern of the cup lay-

inflation and deflation.

out determines the overall

geometry

to

be

ei-

ther concave or convex.

The change in the cup layout

— Outcome n.1

resulted
The change
in thedeforming
cup layout the proin an the
‘s‘ shape
resultedtotype
deforming
pro- rather
totype inthan
an a‘s‘single
shapeamplitude
rather curve.

Cups don’t have to be rigid

than a single
amplitude
— Outcome
n.2 curve.

bodies. But some has to

— Outcome n.2

have some rigidity in order to

be load bearing.

— Outcome n.2

T he
Guidance of deflation through
additional materiality.
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AIR AS ACTUATIOR

could

a ir t ight
also

be

cushion
inf lated.

— Outcome n.3

MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR
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inflation
andtodeflation to
HybridizingHybridizing
inflation and
deflation
determine directionality.
determine directionality.
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AIR AS ACTUATIOR
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MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR
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Land Operation
Self-sustainable settlements

WATER COLLECTION
ENERGY GENERATION
CLIMATE CONTROL
Land Operation

Deployment

Water collection
After Natural Disasters there is a big chance that
infrastructure is copromised so it is crucial for
the settlements to be self-sustainable.

Fog Catcher net
Optimised shape for
rainwater collection

Collected rainwater, dehumidifiers from living
pods and fog catcher nets provide drinking
water and water for other needs. These needs
include showering and enabling chemical
capsules for inflation.
Dehumidifiers also help to ensure a safe
environment in living pods decreasing the risk of
indoor mold.

Water storage
Dehumidifier

Energy Generation
During Air Dropping phase the generators inside
of pillars generate electric energy by falling and
contracting the airflow. Essentially the potential
gravitational energy is converted to kinetic by
dropping and kinetic is converted to electric
with the help of turbine and generator. The
generated electric energy enables the system to
control the localization during free fall.
After the shelters land, the stick that holds the
turbine can be extended and the electric energy
will be generated by winds and rains.

Turbine and Converter
from kinetic energy to
electric
Wind

Rain

Disaster

Land Operation
Adaptive and flexible shelters

Air Dropped settlements for
emergency shelters after
Natural Disaster occured

Climate Control

Crisis

Deployment

Land Operation

The heating happens by distributing heat from the kitchens. For this reason in cold
climate the units aggregate in a closed airtight surface to preserve as much heat as
possible. Kitchen areas with public gathering are dispersed aroung the settlement in
order to enable this strategy.

Because the chemical reaction that is used to inflate the air pockets of the units is
endothermic (it absorbs heat from the atmosphere) we control the temperature inside
of the aggregation by continuously inflating columns and skin. Another strategy is in
the logic of aggregating, which is creating inner courtyards to enable the wind flow.

Cold climate

Hot climate

Endothermic chemical reaction that inflates the columns
and cools surroundings
Recovery

126 units

Inner courtyard

Part of the city

Column

After the houses are rebuilt
and city is heading towards
normal life, the units
(gravitectons) will continue
play the role in city’s life .
Former shelters will become
objects of infrastructure,
greenhouses, park pavillions
and museums, providing
alternative source of energy
and water to the city.

Kitchens and public gathering area

Living pods connected

Kitchens and public gathering area

Normality

Heat coming from the kitchens that is distributed

126 units

Emergency shelter
settlements that provide
comfortable temporary stay
for those whose housese were
affected by Natural Disaster

